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Robern
701 N. Wilson Ave.
Bristol, PA 19007
800.877.2376

MTMW/MPMW WALL MIRROR

General Notes
1. Unpack the mirror. Check 
 the box thoroughly for all 
 hardware and loose parts 
 as follows:
 A. Mirror             
 B. Hardware Bag   

2. Improper installation voids  
 the warranty. Installed  
 mirrors cannot be returned.

3. If you experience any  
 problems with your mirror, 
 contact your dealer or  
 Robern directly. 

Robern 
701 N Wilson Ave 
Bristol, PA 19007

800 877 2376 
FAX 215 826 9633

1. Selecting Location 
Carefully select the mirror location, keeping in mind the following:
1. Locate center of area where mirror is to be hung. Mark on wall.
 
2. Place the two “Z” clips on the wall as shown.
 A 9/32 bit should be used for anchors.

Fig. B

2. Final fit up and care of your MTMW Wall Mirror.
1. If the mirror needs to be repositioned slightly, adjust “Z” clips up and down to level. 

2. Peel the paper backing from the 2” x 2” adhesive pads and place them under the 
 bottom of the mirror as shown below.Limited Warranty 

One Year Term

ROBERN warrants to the original purchaser 
that, it will, at its election repair, replace, or 
make appropriate adjustment to products made 
by this company shown to have significant 
defects in material or workmanship which are 
reported to ROBERN in writing within one (1) 
year from the date of delivery. ROBERN is not 
responsible for installation costs.

The warranty is void in the event the product 
is damaged in transit, or if damage or failure 
is caused by abuse, misuse, abnormal usage, 
faulty installation, damage in an accident, 
improper maintenance, or any repairs other 
than those authorized by ROBERN. At the expi-
ration of the one year warranty period, ROBERN 
shall be under no further obligation under any 
warranty, expressed or implied, including the 
implied warranty of merchantability.

ROBERN shall not be liable for any consequen-
tial damages arising out of or in connection with 
the use or performance of its products. Some 
states do not allow limitations on how long an 
implied warranty lasts or do not allow the exclu-
sion or limitation of incidental or consequential 
damages, so the above limitation or exclusion 
may not apply to you.

Any liability against ROBERN under any implied 
warranty, including the warranty of merchant-
ability, is expressly limited to the terms of this 
warranty. Permission to return any merchan-
dise under this warranty must be authorized 
by ROBERN and returned prepaid by the pur-
chaser. Claims under this warranty should be 
sent directly to your dealer.
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#10 x 2" 
Screws 
and 
Washers 
with 
Anchors 
Provided

• See chart 
on back

Tilt the bottom of the mirror slightly so that the pads 
can be placed within 1/2" to 1" of the bottom and side.

Press the mirror firmly into the pad. Be sure mirror is 
correctly seated on clips and in the proper position before
securing pads.

Mirror

Pads

Wall

Parts BAGRF

3. Under no circumstance should an ammonia based cleaner be used on mirrors. Use 
 only a lint free polishing cloth slightly dampened with water or rubbing alcohol if 
 necessary to remove stubborn stains. Use damp cloth only on wood frame.

4. Please refer to the parts list below to correctly identify all parts. 

SS164 Washers

SS674 10 x 2” Screws

SS680 Wall 
Anchors

R027011HM “Z” Clips

SS162
Adhesive Pads

Mirror

Fig. A

Tilt the bottom of the mirror slightly so that the pads 
can be placed within 1/2” to 1” of the bottom and 
side.

Press the mirror firmly into the pad. Be sure mirror 
is correctly seated on clips and in the proper position 
before securing pads.
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MTMW20SG...................33”
MTMW20SS ...................33”
MTMW20SW ..................33”
MTMW20SM...................33”

MTMW24SG...................33”
MTMW24SS ...................33”
MTMW24SW ..................33”
MTMW24SM...................33””

MPMW20SG...................42 1/4”
MPMW20SS...................42 1/4”
MPMW20SW..................42 1/4”
MPMW20SM ..................42 1/4”

MPMW24SG...................42 1/4”
MPMW24SS...................42 1/4”
MPMW24SW..................42 1/4”
MPMW24SM ..................42 1/4”

MTMW20LG ...................34”
MTMW20LN ...................34”

MTMW24LG ...................34”
MTMW24LN ...................34”

MPMW20LG...................43 1/4”
MTMW20LN ...................43 1/4”

MTMW24LG ...................43 1/4”
MTMW24LN ...................43 1/4”

MODEL #   INCHES MODEL #   INCHES

FIG. 1 REFERENCE


